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1. Introduction

1.1 Purpose
In the last semester, I designed a system to detect and track vehicle system on the highway.
The system is based on the public deep learning framework and utilize pre-trained model to
implement the functions of this system. In this paper, I will use my own framework to
implement this system. This try will help us better understand the details of deep learning
framework. I will public the code of deep learning framework and make sure everyone can
modify it.
This semester will focus on the researching of Naïve Convolutional Neural Networks. Neural
networks are commonly used for the analysis of visual images of high class of neural networks.
Concerning the architecture from their general, and unchangeable, from the properties of the
conductive hurdle weighted with stones, and they are, who is said to be artificial, according to
the magnitude of the, or unchangeable. Those who are in the acknowledgment of the image
and video recording systems review. The arrangement of images and medical image analysis,
natural language processing and financial time series.
For my project in the last semester. I designed a tracking system used for tracking vehicles on
the highway. The tracking system is based on the deep learning model. I used the open lib from
coco-data base. In this semester, I will design the deep learning model by myself. In this paper, I
will introduce my method to design the deep learning model. In this paper, I will introduce the
blueprint, the details of method and my test cases.

1.2 scope
This system can be use by any group in non-commercial purpose.

1.3 Definitions, Acronyms, and Abbreviations
Definition/Acronyms

Description

API

Application Program Interface

OOP

Objected Programming Programing

GPU

Graphic Processing Unit

KNN

K nearest neighbor

SSD
CNNs
Mobile Net

Convolutional Neural Networks
Kind of CNNs

1.4 Overview
This part will focus on the researching of Naïve Convolutional Neural Networks. Neural
networks are commonly used for the analysis of visual images of high class of neural networks.
Concerning the architecture from their general, and unchangeable, from the properties of the
conductive hurdle weighted with stones, and they are, who is said to be artificial, according to
the magnitude of the, or unchangeable. Those who are in the acknowledgment of the image
and video recording systems review. The arrangement of images and medical image analysis,
natural language processing and financial time series.
For my project in the last semester. I designed a tracking system used for tracking vehicles on
the highway. The tracking system is based on the deep learning model. I used the open lib from
coco-data base. In this semester, I will design the deep learning model by myself. In this paper, I
will introduce my method to design the deep learning model. In this paper, I will introduce the
blueprint, the details of method and my test cases.

2. System Requirements
I will introduce the system requirements by the hardware part, software part and system
part.

Hardware Part
Nvidia GPU
My system will run on GPU. GPU can accelerate the speed of processing the video.
Considered our system is for online detection and tracking. So, GPU will be the best
choice for us.

Software Part
Python 3.5+
Coco Dataset
System Part
Ubuntu 16.04

3. System Attribute
It’s similar to the applied project in the last semester, My project will be strictly relied on
GPU, the open libs dependencies, and the Coco dataset.
Here I will not repeat its attribute.

Availability
This system will be free and open to all the guys from academic and research purpose

Security
This system will not be commercial, so here we will not discuss the potentials of securities.

Scalability
This system is not perfect and still needs to be improved. I will submit this system to
GitHub after I finished this course and also, in my code, I provided the API and class for
code extension. If you have any questions, feel free to let me know.

Reusability
The code in this system can be changed and modified for commercial use. But please let
me know before you are using this system for commercial purpose.

Software Specification
Because I introduced some software dependencies in the last semester, so, in this semester,
I will quickly go through the software requirements.
Applications (Reference from Wiki)

OpenCV also has some mathematical libraries for supporting the above areas

Programming Languages for OpenCV
OpenCV is primary written in C++. But now, OpenCV support a lot of different languages like:
Python and Java. This is the reason we can use Python to write this system.

Convolutional Layer

This layer is for convolution operation
After passing through the convolution level, the image will be drawn as a map with its
characteristics, its shape (number of maps) x (width of the map) x (height of the foreground
map) x (space of the map in first floor). The soluble layer in the neural network should have the
following properties:
1.The convolution kernel is defined by width and height (hyper parameter).
2. The amount of input and output parameters

3.The depth of the resolution filter (input channel) should be the same as the digital channel
(depth) in the input character graph.
Enter the troubleshooting steps and then output to the layer. This is similar to the response of
optic cortex neurons to specific stimuli. Each neuronal line produces information only about its
receptor region. It is possible to learn functions and classify information using a fully connected
neural network, but integrating this architecture into images is not realistic.
The input size associated with the image, where each pixel is an associated variable, is so large
that a large number of neurons are required even in shallow (relative) architectures. For
example, for each neuron in the second layer, a fully connected 100x100 (small) image layer
has a weight of 10,000.
Convolution operations solve this problem by reducing the number of parameters available and
allowing deeper networks that use fewer parameters. In this way, when training a traditional
multilayer neural network with a multilayer structure, the problem of the disappearance or
explosion of the gradient is solved by using posterior propagation.
The convolution operation is done by dot multiplication of matrix.

In this layer, we will do the convolutional operation. Before doing the convolutional operation,
we need to assume that there is some filters inside the convolutional layer. At first, we do not
know the values of each filters. So we need to do training. The convolutional operation is same
as the matrix dot multiplication operation.

Kernel(Filter) looks as below:

At first, we do not know the exact values of each elements in Kernel/Filter.

We slide our Filters and get the matrix after convolutional operations:

Full Connected Layer

In normal neural networks, we divide our network into three parts, input layer, hidden layer and
output layer.
So, Full connected layer in convolutional neural networks is similar to the output layer in neural
networks. This layer is used for making decision.
Linear Regression

Story so far

Deep Learning Model Review and Code Introduction

This part will focus on the researching of Naïve Convolutional Neural Networks. Neural
networks are commonly used for the analysis of visual images of high class of neural networks.
Concerning the architecture from their general, and unchangeable, from the properties of the
conductive hurdle weighted with stones, and they are, who is said to be artificial, according to
the magnitude of the, or unchangeable. Those who are in the acknowledgment of the image
and video recording systems review. The arrangement of images and medical image analysis,
natural language processing and financial time series.
For my project in the last semester. I designed a tracking system used for tracking vehicles on
the highway. The tracking system is based on the deep learning model. I used the open lib from
coco-data base. In this semester, I will design the deep learning model by myself. In this paper, I
will introduce my method to design the deep learning model. In this paper, I will introduce the
blueprint, the details of method and my test cases.

Deep learning model

This is the deep learning model with SSD(From coco-data set).
Maybe it’s too complicated in the above pic. But generally, we can divide the above pic into
three parts: convolutional part, pool part, classification part[1].
In this project, I will design a deep learning model with the basic parts as below:

We can divide our model into three layers: convolution layer, pool layer, full connected layer

In the last semester, I used the pre-trained model to do the tracking and detection. But in this
semester, I will design this model by myself. So, it will be super important that we need to
understand the basic logic of the deep learning model.
Let’s look inside this model
Convolution Layer
This layer is for convolution operation
After passing through the convolution level, the image will be drawn as a map with its
characteristics, its shape (number of maps) x (width of the map) x (height of the foreground
map) x (space of the map in first floor). The soluble layer in the neural network should have the
following properties:
1.The convolution kernel is defined by width and height (hyper parameter).
2. The amount of input and output parameters
3.The depth of the resolution filter (input channel) should be the same as the digital channel
(depth) in the input character graph.
Enter the troubleshooting steps and then output to the layer. This is similar to the response of
optic cortex neurons to specific stimuli. Each neuronal line produces information only about its
receptor region. It is possible to learn functions and classify information using a fully connected
neural network, but integrating this architecture into images is not realistic.
The input size associated with the image, where each pixel is an associated variable, is so large
that a large number of neurons are required even in shallow (relative) architectures. For
example, for each neuron in the second layer, a fully connected 100x100 (small) image layer
has a weight of 10,000.
Convolution operations solve this problem by reducing the number of parameters available and
allowing deeper networks that use fewer parameters. In this way, when training a traditional

multilayer neural network with a multilayer structure, the problem of the disappearance or
explosion of the gradient is solved by using posterior propagation.
The convolution operation is done by dot multiplication of matrix.

Design Plan:
I will use python Numpy and C++ to solve this problem
I will encapsulate it into a class and can be invoked every time.

Code Introduction:

Convolutional layer review
This layer is the most important layer. So, I will take more time to review this part.
After passing through the convolution level, the image will be drawn as a map with its
characteristics, its shape (number of maps) x (width of the map) x (height of the foreground
map) x (space of the map in first floor). The soluble layer in the neural network should have the
following properties:
1.The convolution kernel is defined by width and height (hyper parameter).
2. The amount of input and output parameters
3.The depth of the resolution filter (input channel) should be the same as the digital channel
(depth) in the input character graph.
Enter the troubleshooting steps and then output to the layer. This is similar to the response of
optic cortex neurons to specific stimuli. Each neuronal line produces information only about its
receptor region. It is possible to learn functions and classify information using a fully connected
neural network, but integrating this architecture into images is not realistic.
The input size associated with the image, where each pixel is an associated variable, is so large
that a large number of neurons are required even in shallow (relative) architectures. For

example, for each neuron in the second layer, a fully connected 100x100 (small) image layer
has a weight of 10,000.
Pooling Layer
Pooling layer is used for reducing the redundant of parameters.
The full level reduces the data size by combining the output of a cluster of neurons from one
level into a single neuron from the next level. Local pools typically consolidate small 2 x 2
clusters. In addition, it can be calculated by combining the maximum value or the average
value. The maximum pool uses the maximum value of each group of neurons from the previous
level. The average pool uses the average value of each group of neurons at the previous
level[3].

The pooling layer is after the processing of convolution layer. The pic above is the shown of max
pooling.
Design Plan:
I will use Python/C++ to encapsulate this part into a class in the convenience of training and
testing.

Code Introduction:

Classification/Full connected layer:
This layer is for classification and is after the processing of pool layer

Formular:

The formular is the same as the linear regression.
Here we use the formular above to implement the full-connected layer.
Design plan:
C++/Python. Use the Python’s Numpy lib to design this part. This part should include the
implementation of the formular and also, I will encapsulate this part into a class.
Code Introduction:

Source Code Explanation
Main File

Import Files

This section is used for importing the open libraries and dependencies

This section is importing the file created by me

This part is for CSV record, although, I did not decide to continue the CSV, but I will still
leave it for the implementation in the future. Also, this section will double check if the
version is suitable.
Open the video:

Download the SSD model

Load Image Numpy

This section will help us convert the image into numpy. When we get the numpy version
of image, it’s very easy for us to do the mathematical operations.

Object Detection Function

This part is for initialization. We use this part to initialize the Convolutional Neural Networks

KNN

Color Histogram Feature Extraction and Training

Test Result:
Test Results

I posted the test results on the YouTube. Feel free to check it. Here I will not take more time to show the
results.

Data Analysis
Let’s first look at the details of Coco dataset, see how they split their dataset and what’s their
accuracy[5].
Downlod Size: 25.2 GB[12]
Split
‘test’
‘train’
‘validation’

Examples
40,670
118,287
5,000

Here, I will still use Coco dataset for using training and testing.

Coco Dataset Accuracy

Above is the General test accuracy for coco-data set.
Conclusion
This paper focus on the researching of Naïve Convolutional Neural Networks. Neural networks
are commonly used for the analysis of visual images of high class of neural networks.
Concerning the architecture from their general, and unchangeable, from the properties of the
conductive hurdle weighted with stones, and they are, who is said to be artificial, according to
the magnitude of the, or unchangeable. Those who are in the acknowledgment of the image
and video recording systems review. The arrangement of images and medical image analysis,
natural language processing and financial time series.
For my project in the last semester. I designed a tracking system used for tracking vehicles on
the highway. The tracking system is based on the deep learning model. I used the open lib from
coco-data base. In this semester, I will design the deep learning model by myself. In this paper, I
will introduce my method to design the deep learning model. In this paper, I will introduce the
blueprint, the details of method and my test cases.

Ethical and Societal Effect
In my vehicle tracking and detecting system. There are two main ethical and societal effect.

The first one is based on its functions. We can use this system to track and detect vehicles on the
highway and alert the traffic accident and traffic jam on time. This system will be able to help the
policeman to get the information from highway.

The second effect is the work of this semester, I designed the naïve neural networks for the deep
learning part. It’s public and everyone can modify and change my code. This is another usage of my
project. It will help the deep learning beginner to start their journey of the deep learning and machine
learning.

Conclusions
This paper focus on the researching of Naïve Convolutional Neural Networks. Neural networks
are commonly used for the analysis of visual images of high class of neural networks.
Concerning the architecture from their general, and unchangeable, from the properties of the
conductive hurdle weighted with stones, and they are, who is said to be artificial, according to
the magnitude of the, or unchangeable. Those who are in the acknowledgment of the image
and video recording systems review. The arrangement of images and medical image analysis,
natural language processing and financial time series.
For my project in the last semester. I designed a tracking system used for tracking vehicles on
the highway. The tracking system is based on the deep learning model. I used the open lib from
coco-data base. In this semester, I will design the deep learning model by myself. In this paper, I
will introduce my method to design the deep learning model. In this paper, I will introduce the
blueprint, the details of method and my test cases.

Based on my project. I re-built the framework of deep learning model and make it works in my
final project. This is a good try and I learned a lot about the deep learning details and basic ways
of research. I want to thank Dr. Abrar Qureshi ‘s help and thanks Harrisburg University gives me
this chance to research something I really enjoyed. Thanks.
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